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ONNECTICUT OLLEGE EWS
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Has Lead in "Claudia" Kroll Quartet to Give First
Of Three Concerts on Nov. 5
The Kroll String Quartet will
present a series of three concerts
in Palmer auditorium on the eve-
nings of Monday, November 5,
Wednesday, November 7. and
Wednesday, November 14, at 8:30.
The Kroll Quartet is headed by
William Kroll, first violinist. Mr.
--------------1 Kroll's first work in chamber mu-
sic was with the Coolidge trio
which was supported by Mrs.
Elizabeth Sprague Coolidge. Lat-
er on, he established a string
quartet which again bore the
name of Mrs. Coolidge; this or-
ganization appeared at Connectl-
Connecticut college has great- cut college as a part of the con-
ly increased its scholarship aid to cert series in January, 1944. Dur-
able students in recent years. ing the past year the organiza-
This year $50,042 is assigned fa non has changed its name to that
130 girls. There are twelve $1000 of the "Kroll String Quartet,'1 but
scholarships of which nine go to the personnel has remained the
Connecticut girls and two to for- same.
eign students. Eighteen Connecti- Musicians of Quartet
cut students and nine from out of
CI di W II B G The quartet is now composedau 13 i e iven the state receive scholarships of of William Kroll. first violin and• over $500.Scholarships of under fL· GUnder SponsorshIp of $500 go to 91 girls, of whom 42 ounder; OUIS raeler, second
. d C dl G' are from Connecticut and 49 from violin; Jascha Veissi, viola, and
Wig an an e roup other states. The average of the formerly of the Cleveland orches-tra; and Martin Lake, cello. All
130 awards is $385. of these men are engaged in con-
Increase Shown cert activities in and about New
'this shows an enormous in- York city.
crease over ten years ago when- Asstatlng the quartet for the
$18,450 was awarded to 88 stu- program of November 14 will be
dents with the ave.'t-agereaching Miss Zosia Jacynowicz. Miss Ja-
$210. The great need now, Presi- cynowicz is now in her second
dent Blunt reports, Is for funds year of teaching .In the depart-
which the scholarship committee ment of music at Connecticut col-
may allot without limitations in lege; she came from the Longey
the scholarship provisions. school of music in Cambridge,
At present there is an over pro- Massachusetts, where she was a
portional designation of scholar- See "Kroll"-Page 6
ships to Connecticut girls. This
results from the large Swayze
fund which was established in
1943 by the bequest of Mrs. Swill
of Torrington and New York in
the name of her sister. Preference
is given to Connecticut girls for
these awards.
Dr. Cross Says Strike Spread
Is Caused ,by Fear of Future
"one of the most absurd of cur-
rent fallacies." At this point the
battle will be joined with ever in-
creasing fury. Not again will it be
possible to put from ten to fifteen
millions of workers out of a job
and expect them to remain qui-
escent. Either jobs are provided
for the majority of those who
want them or unrest will con-
tinue.
In addition to jobs for all, the
issue which is being pressed at
the moment. is the question of 48
See "Orossv-e-Page5
by Dr. Hartley W. Cross
Strikes like wars are a surface
manifestation of a deep·sea~ed
diSease within .the body social.
Something serIOUS IS Indeed
wrong when labor unrest sweeps
the entire country as it has done
recently. The major reason is not
far to seek, workers fear the fu-
ture, they fear insecurity, they
are determined to fight by every
means at their disposal rather
than return to the pre-war situ-
ation.
VVorkershave every reason to
be fearful. They remember the
depression that followed World Harold McCooWill t
War I. They remember the open- -Yo
shop employer attack that fol- Revisit Campus To
lowed the depression. They re-
member how wages were cut, Speak at Vespers
hours increased, and many mil-
lionswere unemployed. Not many Spending the week-end o.f No-
weeks ago Mr. John W. Snyder, vember 3-4on the campus will be
director of reconversion, esti- Harold W. McCoo, executive sec-
mated that "By spring ... unem- retary of the Parkside Commun-
ployment may rise to about eight ity branch of the Philadelphia
millions." This is the nightmare Y.M.C.A. Mr. McCoo is a gradu-
which disturbs their rest, as well ate of Fisk university and the
it might. Hartford Theological seminary.
Before taking up his present
60,000.000 Jobs work in Philadelphia, Mr. McCoo
The situation is fur-ther fntensi- had been connected with the City
fled because 15,000,000 organized Missionary Society of FIartford,
workers, and many others too, devoting himsel.f to the improve-
believe that the war proved that ment of interracial and intercul-
we could abolish, once and for all, tural relations. In this capacity he
the curse of unemployment and had been coming to Connecticut Frances Cooper '48 was chosen
poverty, if we planned for peace college for several consecutive for the leading role in Wig and
and plenty as efficiently as we years, his visits being something Candle's fall play, Claudia. Try-
planned for war. To quote Mr. of an event. Last year he was pre- outs were held Thursday night,
Snyder again, "During the war vented from making his annual October 25 in Palmer auditorium.
we have increased our national visit, but again finds it possible to Margaret Healy '46, president of
output 75%, and we have done so do so. ' Wig and Candle, presided at the
with 12,000,000 of our strongest In his present work, in which meeting.
and youngest men and women in he has been engaged for over a Claudia will be the first leading
the armed forces." So workers year, he is following out the same role that Frances has had in Wig
ask, if we were able to employ line of interest in Philadelphia, in and Candle plays. Last ye¥, she
65,000,000 people as of V-J Day, connection with the Y.M:C.A.of played the title role in the fresh-
why peace should not be able to that city. One of his special Inter- man class play, My Sister Eileen.
provide at least the 60,000,000 jobs ests is an intercultural Commun- She was also a participant in .the
which they insist is necessary to Ity A Cappella choir which he has productions given by Dr. Arthur
givework to all. recently organized. The Parkside Bouvier's acting and producing
Yesterday organized I abo r Community branch of the Y. M. course. As a student at Chaffee
fought for the most elemental C. A. with which Mr. McGoo is as- school, she was the president o.f
rights; for the right to bargain sociated cooperates with homes, the d,amatic association, and a
collectively .with the boss. It churches, schools.,and other com- participant in many of their plays.
fought against child labor, for See "McCoo"-Page 4 See "Claudia"-Page 5
shorter hours from the ten to -.:. _
twelve a day which once were
corn!U0n in American industry,
for Increased pay from the intol-
erably low standards prevalent
throughout industry, for work-
men's compensation, for safety
and health rules in factories.
EmploYmentor Unrest
Today the fight is for still bet-
t~r Jobs and better living condi-
ttons. It includes the battle for
paid vacations and holidays, free
health insurance, dismissal pay
Whenthe worker's job is taken by
a machtm-, a guaranteed annual
wage, adequate unemployment in-
surance and old age benefits and
most important of all job~ fo~
a~. Some of our greate~t corpora-
tions speak of the idea that the
Worker now has that he has
SOmethingof a right to a job, as
FRANCES COOPER '48
Frances Cooper '48
Wins Leading Role
In Fall Production
Ninety Percent of Freshmen
Pass Honor Court's C Quiz
For the benefit of all anxious
freshmen, the "C" quizzes are fln-
ally corrected, thanks to the long
and tiring work of Lee Minter '46
and the members of Honor Court.
Twenty-four girls out of the total
two hundred and twenty-two
failed the test which was marked
on a scale'basis. Those who rated
lower than the majority were the
ones who did not pass. "
The quiz itself was quite gener-
al in nature, covering all the rules
which are used practically every
day. Short, pertinent answers
were all that were required. For
the commuters, individual tests
were given.
Misunderstanding Cleared Up
The results o.f the test showed
that the freshmen really know
their sigs-out rules and the times
of trains down cold, but-before
you all breathe a sigh of r~~ef,
did you know the rules pertam~g
to breaking campus and cuttmg
classes before and after v~ca-
tions? There seems to be a gen-
eral misunderstanding about both
these regulations which should be
cleared up immediately.' If you
have to break campus and consid·
er your reason valid, call Lee
Minter and tell her your excuse.
Then, go to see her at her next
officehours .forHonor Court. The
first time this happens, you will
have to make up the one day, the
second time you will be penalized
an additional day, and the third
time you will be campussed for
three days. The cutting rule is as
follows: No girl is to cut classes
either the two days before a vaca-
tion or the two days after it. Lee
Minter requests that all freshmen
learn these rules.
The members of Honor Court
claim they got many laughs out
of the correction of the quizzes.
When asked what to remember
about the shorts, one girl replied,
"They must be down to the
knees." Another said, "r don't
drink so I didn't learn the rule."
In answer to the question requir-
ing a statement of where smok-
ing is allowed, a freshman said,
"Only behind Knowlton and in
the johns." Where the Alma Mat·
er was to be written was .found,
"I learned the code instead."
'Those who failed the test will
benotified by mail this week and
will be given an oral quiz before
Honor Court around thel third
week in November. These girls'
will be responsible for the materi-
al in both "C's."
\
J~nior Party and Play
DISCuss.edat Meeting
Juniors were reminded at agass meeting held in Bill hall on
ctober 30 that they should all ar-
r~ge Parties for their freshman
~lsters after the serenade given
y the freshmen at Christmas.
noJoan,Brower, president, also an-
saUrteed that there were still
PIme}acant parts for the class
~y, The Tat,ning of the Shrew."
~se parts are small and re-
~~r~ no dramatic talen't, but ac-
ett:;;~~e.to Dr. Bouvier are quite
Amalgamation Meeting
To Be Held on Nov. 6
There will be a very impor-
tant amalgamation meeting
on Tuesday, November 6 at
7:00 in the auditorium. No
guests will be allowed at the
meeting, and students will be
asked to leave all books, sta-
tionary and knitting at the
door.
Scholarships Hav~
Increased Greatly
In Past Few Years
Catholic Scholarship
The last scholarship gift to the
college was additional "money
from the Mary E. Shea fund
which gives aid to local Catholic
gtrls. At present seven are receiv-
ing scholarships from this fund.
Alumnae and college club
groups also give scholar-ships
here. There is a Connecticut col-
lege alumnae .fund to provide aid
for the daughter or sister of an
alumna. Local alumnae groups
from Chicago, Cleveland, West-
chester, New York, and New Lon-
don and college clubs of Bristol
and Middletown have donated
scholarships.
The alumnae of W.M.I. of New
London has also established a
scholarship for a graduate of that
high school.
Raffle For Etchings
To Be Held on Nov. 1
A raffle .for the three etch-
ings: House of Hughes-Aubri-
at; Notre Dame, Dijon; and
'The Freight Sheds; by Dr.
Robert F. Logan will be held
in Bill 106 on 'Thursday, No-
vember I, at 4:()(l Chances
for these etchings have been
sold during the past few
weeks for the benefit of the
Connecticut Arboretum De-
velopment fund.
Mr. Quimby To Speak
Of Concert Programs
On Nov. I at 7 p.m.
Promised Surprise
Adds to Hallowe'en
Party Expectation
Promptly at seven o'clock on
Friday night, November 2, a roll
of drums across the campus will
call everyone interested in a little
fun and relaxation to the gym for
the annual Hallowe'en party.
Sponsored jointly this year by
Service' league and Athletic asso-
ciation, the event has been com-
bined with the seniors' party for
the freshmen.
Committee members are asking
that everyone come in costume,
and at eight o'clock there will be
a parade around the gym, at
which time a prize will be
awarded for the best costume. A
spook chamber for brave souls,
square dancing, and such appro-
priate pastimes as bobbing for
apples and fortune telling will be
offered for the remainder of the
evening.
A surprise .for the freshmen,
sponsored by the se-niors, adds an
element of mystery to the party.
Those who know will admit only
that it has to do with the food,
but, they say, it isn't the food it-
self. .
Joan Jensen, as social chairman
of Service league, is in charge of
.. the large committee, made up of
members of the difl'erent organiz-
ations taking part.
The committee includes Patri-
cia Kreutzer '46, Marian Petersen
'47, Terry Farnsworth '47, Nancy
Noyes '47, Jean Abernathy '47,
Jeanne Harold '47, Catherine
Tideman '46, Jean Mueller '48,
Barbara Witte '48. and Alice
Holmes '47.
•
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The Referee
We watch a football player race forward from
the line of scrimmMe to receive a twenty yard
.pass and run down an open field for a touchdown.
The fans for the scoring team go wild with excite·
ment; the fans for the vanquished opponents ex,
press their disappointment with quiet restraint.
And then on the scoreboard comes the appalling
notice that the scoring team has been penalized
five yards for clipping and the touchdown has
been nullified. The erstwhile victors glare at the
referee as they watch him pace off the lost yard-
age. But they recognize authority and abide by his
decision.
The organization of the United Nations can
. hardly be classified as a game, yet it is imperative
that the operations of its members be governed by
the same authority that characterizes the decision
of the football refer-ee. Each nation, irrespective of
its potentialities, must be willing to accept regula
tions set down by a supreme administration. li.
in attaining its goals, it "clips" the freedom of an-
other country, it must know that a delegated force
will have the power to penalize it harsWy for its
violation of the international ru-le$ of the game.
Under the existing provisos of the United Na-
tions charter there is no truly dOIpinant body to
enforce these rules. Each nation is a power suf·
ficient unto itself and through its veto power may
stand as an obstacle to any recommendation of the
security council that might prove abusive to its
own welfare. \
/ In order that the international organization
may have more than just an idealistic control over
its constituent members. there must be a supreme
authority. We sho~ld consider the proposals made
FREE SPEECH
The Editors' or the "News" do not hold them-
selves responsible [or the opinions expressed in
this column. In order to insure the validity ot
this column as an organ tor the expression or
honest opinions, the editor must know the names
or contributors.
Dear Editor,
While brousing through the bookstore the oth-
er day; I happened across a small white pamphlet
entitled Connecticut College Songs. I picked it up,
and leafed through it. In the process, I found the
class song of 1936 in it. 1was curious, and Investi-
gation proved that the songbook was printed in
1933.
The classes in the college at that time must
have been proud of that little book. They had their
own class songs. moonlight sing possibilities. and
songs to the general interest of the students. Some
of our present songs are in it.
Since 1933. many new songs have been added
to Connecticut, and some old ones have been for-
gotten. Would it be possible for the present college
classes to appoint a committee to revise the 1933
songbook, and put out a 1946 edition?
Buck Lodge picnics, birthday parties, moon-
light sings. <IP.djust plain get-togethers are usu-
ally accompanied by singing. We have lots of good
songs, some old, some new. and we don't all know
the words to them. A new songbook would enable
bigger and better barber shop quartets in college,
and lots of pleasant memories in the days after we
leave New London.
Sincerely,
'46
'CALENDAR
Thursday J November 1
Drawing for etchings by Dr. Robert Logan,
................... . 4 :00, Bill 106
Choir Rehearsal _ _ : 4 :20, Chapel
Wig and Candle Rehearsal
7 :00-9:00, Auditorium
Friday, November 2
Halloween Party and Senior-Freshman Party
7:00, Gym
Saturday, November 3
Negro Spirituals led by Mr. Harold W. McCoo
7 :30, Bill Hall
Sunday, November 4
Coast Guard Services 9:00,10:00, Chapel
V~spers, Mr. Harold McCoo, Executive Secre-
tary of Y.M.C.4., Philadelphia, Penna ..
MOJ;lday,November 5
Honors Chapel", 9:57. Auditorium
Kroll String Quartet 8:30, Auditorium
Choir Rehearsal 6 :45·8 :00, Bill 106
Modern Dance Group.
..._.._._ 7:00-9:00, Knowlton Salon
Tuesday, November 6 ,
Amalgamation Meeting 7;00, Auditorium
Senior Class Meeting ..:. 7:30, Auditorium
Wednesday, November 7
Italian Club Meeting ...6:45. Commuters' Room
Kroll String Quartet. . _ 8:30, Auditorium
Palmer Radio Program
WNLC
1490 On Your Dial
Wed., Oct. 31, 7:30 p.m.
Arthur W. Quimby of the music department
of Connecticut college will play the following se-
lections b¥ Johann Sebastian Bach, on the Austin
organ in Harkness chapel: Prelude and Fugue in
E minor; Two chorale preludes: "I Cry to Thee,
Lord Jesus Christ," "In Thee Have I Put My
Trust." and HAllegro" from Sonata No.5.
Thurs., Nov. 1, 3:45 p.m.
In connection with a new series of programs
entitled Your Schools Present, a group of students
from Bulkeley High school will offer a skit called
Two Bottles of Relish.
Sun., Nov. 4,2:15 p.m.
Edgar Mayhew will discuss Paul Cezanne's
painting, The Card Players. The painting will be
exhibited in a State street store window.
Sat., Nov. 3, 10:00 p.rn. (WDRC)
Who Pays the Tax Bill? is the topic which Les·
lie Beebe and Gordon BodenweiTI. will discuss on
the program. Let's Look at the Facts.
at the Durham conference a step in the right direc-
tion and look to them as a strong basis for an ef-
ficient 'and practical defense against futtu'e en-
croachments on liberty.
Wednesday, Oetober 31, 1915
!!::::=
All alone- I feel so all alone
O. M. I. WHAT DO
YOU THINK?(Office of More
Information)
by Mike Kraemer
by Janet McDonough '46
and Betty Reiffet '46
"Hats Off"
In response to the mounting to,
talitarian tactics of suppression
and arrests in Argentina, the stu.
dents of that country staged a na-
non-wide strike. Among the par-
ticipants were a large number of
girl undergraduates of the Uni
versity of Buenos Aires. Conse
quently I should like to present
my own little "Hats Off") award
to the gallant efforts of the Ar·
gentinian students. They assumed
the leadership in a struggle to reo
gain their freedom and, their
rights. Their universities served
as a rallying point in the fight to
overthrow the military dictator.
ship. The government retorted to
the protests with the bru te force
of the army and police in an effort
to crush this move of civil dlsobe-
dience.
-The first result of the activity
was the resignation of Peron and
most of his cabinet. Along with
these measures went the aboli·
tion of several of the more dis.
tasteful decrees. -
Now it appears that the heroic
activities of these young Argen-
tinians and the other liberal
groups has ended in failure. It
must be heartbreaking for them,
as well as disheartening for all
freedom loving people, to realize
that their efforts may have been
in vain in regard to the immedi-
~te future. Especially discourag.
mg must be the thought they
may have served as pawns in the
political game cooked up by Per-
on him~elf. Peron has been· freed
and. reinstated in his original
posts. He possesses the same if
not additional, powers. '
Perhaps the mOVe was of too
embryonic a na.ture. Anyway, a
recent account m the New York
Times stated that ~'some time
must elapse before any popular
movement can be attempted, if
ever."
It seems a shame. by way of
understatement, that these fight-
e~s of fascism did not receive anv
active outside support. Verbal en.
couragement and ineffectUal re-
bukes are pretty weak fighting
comrades, don't you think? But
the actions of these fighting stu-
den~s s~rve.s, or should serve, as
an InSpIratIon to us. We, Ameri-
can stUdents, need only bear the
:veapons f.!fpen, paper, and words
I~ our fight to accomplish the
all~s of freeaom in this country_
a lIttle sacrifice indeed when com.
pared with the life and blood of
our fellow students in Argentina.
What are your ideas for college
social functions?
Ronnie Hetland '49: Faculty teas
and interhouse functions. In the
line of dancing. how about
house parties with contingents
of men from the sub base for
each house?
Dean Austin '46: Barn dances
with' square dancing and lots of
atmosphere! And we ought to
have a bigger weekend for the
mid winter, a bigger orchestra
to begin with. How about tea
dancing and some more out-
door sports?
Jan Coakley '49: I think we ought
to have exchange house parties
to promote friendship, partlcu-
larly among the freshmen; two
houses could get together. Hay-
rides would get a big vote of
approval.
Nancy Faulkner '46: Mixed dra-
matic club productions would
helD to start the ball rolling. A
mixed forum discussing vital
topics could be followed by an
. informal party. Outside opm'
ions on the majors offered by
people -who know.
Dut Dutton '47' Tea dances once
a month w~uld probably be
well appreciated and attended.
And couldn't we hp.ve a. feW
sleigh-rides this winter WIth a
Bus:k lodge party to clImax the
fun?
Ellen Schock '49: HoW about ad·
. d . . at !luckVIsor teas? An PIClllCS of
lodge? Occasionally, instead
. Idn't welunch Ol" dinner, Cou e
have the more informal haUs
parties?
Sally Duffield '46: I'm for c;;.~
houses by the faculty w
you can take dates.
dee InBarbara OtiS '47: A an d be
Harkness dining roo.m waul fir€"
the thing! A fire III the with
place would be a mus~ ande kit.
food right next door III th ask
chen, what more could we feW'
for? And let's schedule a we
dances during the year~e on
need more life around here'S a
Saturday nights. And he hunt!
novel th6ught-a trea?ur: have
Next spring we mIg~ . at-
Ocean Beach roller.skatmgbfrsh·
ties, and how about estadition
ing River Day as a tra d last
once every four years? ~ sat-
but not least, dancing 0
urday night in Knowlton .
•
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Opinions on Military Service
Proposal Stated by Faculty
by Jane Rutter '46
In regard to the recent proposal
of president ~rry TrYI?an for
one year military, tramtng, the
editors of News have canvassed
various faculty members to see
what their ~pmH;m of the proposal
is 'The question asked was,
~'What do you think of the Presi-
dent's proposal for one year milt-
rary training?" Here are the an-
swers.
Miss Dilley: I think it is inade-
quate. I don't believe it covers the
problem of national defense in
any sense of the word.
Mr. Beebe: I approve in general
of a year's military training . .It is
a democratic process, good for
young men, as it gives a greater
respect· for country and govern-
ment. I know its disadvantages,
but I think its advantages out-
weigh them.
ltfore Opinion.
Dr. Daghlfan : I think it is very
good. U we had had respectable
military training before this war,
neither the Japs nor Hitler would
have ventured what they did.
Miss Bethurum: I am strongly
opposed to it because the next
war won't be fought with an
army, but with bombs. There is
no point to' training an army
which will be blown to pieces.
However, I am in favor of a year
of service to the country if it is
properly combined with some
kind of education.
Miss Reynolds: Since we were
so inadequately prepared in 1939
there must be some change. I ap-
prove the plan in a modified form.
The first problem that.comes up
in regard to the plan is what
would happen to a boy's educa-
tion. In this regard, I believe that
military training' while in college
would be the solution. Since an
understanding of s.cientific appa-
ratus is important in wars today,
courses in math, physics and
chemistry should be emphasized.
In spite of all this, there is still
another major problem, and that
is the problem of the boy who
does not go to college.
Diplomacy _
Miss Park: I don't approve. In
view of recent mechanical inven-
tions the necessity of such a pro-
gram has been disproved unless
another controversy is being
planned. It would be far better to
solve differences the diplomatic
way. What, then, would be the
purpose of a large army and
navy? .
Furthermore, would thIs serv-
ice be good in view of what the
next war might be? After the last
war, France trained her men for
trench warfare which proved in·
effective in this one. How would
the services be trained? If the
year is given for national 'service,
other than strictly military, per-
haps I approve.
Mr. Goodwin: I'm in favor of
the plan, but not for the indefinite
future. We can not tell now what
the needs in the future will be.
We do, however, know what they
are now, and at the present, mili-
tary service is one of them.
Atomic Power
Dr. Warne: I think it's very
bad. In absence of international
control of atomic bomb, nations
Could mine each other, and metro-
Politan areas could be blown up
m a very short time. The secret
of the atomic bomb can't be kept
long. Military service is obsolete_
~ large army and navy would be
like a knight in ancient armor in
face of the atomic bomb. Further-
more, there would be- a lot of
:vasted' time as far as production
15 concerned. The expense on an
already bulging budget would be
terrific.
The plan is a bad sign of our
desire for peace. A better' idea
Would be to create a world gov-
ernment with universal control of
atom~c power, and through in-
SP~ctlOn of every factory using
thlS power.
Dr. Cobbledick: I do;"t like it if
it is to embrace just military serv-
ice alone. It's bad from an indoc-
trination viewpoint. A year's serv-
ice to the government is fine if it
is directed toward research or
some similar field.
By the plan we are given a
false sense of security, and this
is definitely bad.
Dr. Smyser: I'm not in favor of
the plan. It is doubtful if that
kind of training is of military
value, and it is definitely not of
educational value.
These are a few faculty opin-
ions on a subject vital to the lives
of us all. What do you think?
College Community
Chest Goal Is Five
Thousand Dollars
by Iris Herbits '48
A feather in the cap of every .deb
Who pulls our fund well o'er the
ebb.
Give all you can to community
tdrive,
And help the klddies be strong,
alive. _ .
Deep down, everyone of us
wants to cooperate with Service
League. The only way we can er-
fectively lend our help is to assist
in the committees which form a
part of the general organlzatlorr
This year, more than ever be-
fore, we need the whole-hearted
support of every student for our
Community Fund drive which ex-
tends from November 6 to No-
vember 13; because we have a
$5,000 goal this year, it is urged
that each girl contribute on the
average of $8. It sounds like a lot
to ask from an already over-bur-
dened budget. But consider all
your extra cokes and cigs-why,
$8 for the one drive of ·the year
equals a small dollar chipped off
your monthly allowances. Your
personal share aids the allied
children, the Student-Friendship
league, the World-Student Service
fund, and the Red Cross. Now re-
consider.
A pledge card will be handed to
each donor; instead of designat-
ing the committees to which she
wishes her money to be assigned,
the allocations of donations will
be made by a special group.
The old, familiar thermometer
will again be in front of/ New
London Hall so that you can see
See 4IChest"-Page 6
Dr. Stacey Relates
Story of ~ ldfe
At Sunday Vespers
=========================;==========================
Of Cabbages and Things
•by Bettsey lllcKey '47
Dr. Alexander Stacey, Russian
born pastor of 'the Methodist
church of Craryville, N. Y., spoke
on his own life history at the ves-
pers service Sunday, October 28.
The talk, entitled From Moscow
to Mark, was represented by the
speaker as a parable of the tally
of a rich man. Starting with his
early youth, Rev. Stacey ex-
plained that he had been born in-
to a noble family of ~at wealth.
At the age of twelve, he said,
his family lost their wealth and
with it their prestige so that it
was only by his own efforts and _
work that he was able to go
through high school and college.
While in Moscow, he stated, he
graduated {rpm the Imperial Uni-
versity of Moscow, the Moscow'
Institute of Archaeology, and en-
tered the profession of law.
Through this work, he continued,
he was able to make enough by Norma Johnson '49
money to buy a hotel and go into IfI can't understand how I could
business. Throughout this entire have gained so much weight,"
period, he admitted, his main ob- moans many a C.C. student who
pective was to acquire wealth in has bravely ventured to stand on
order to gain back the prestige the scales. If any of them stop to
which he and his family had lost. figure up the time that they spend
in the Snack bar, they will discov-
Overcame New Difficulties er that possibly that might have
In the revolution of 1917, Dr. something to do with their un-
Stacey continued, the gains were wanted increase in poundage. One
once again lost when the revolu- can hardly blame them for going
tionartes confiscated the hote:I, there, though, because it certainly
the fortune, and put him in prts- is an interesting place!
on. Escaping from prison, he ex-
plained, he managed to get to .renns and Jive
America where he worked his It is better lor the uninitiated
way up from a day laborer to the to open t~e door very slo\:rly and
editor of a Russian language peer in WIth one eye at a time be-
newspaper in New York city. . fore entering. If she comes be-
The aim of his life he reiter- tween the hours of two and five
ated was the accumulation or in the afternoon, a mass of jean-
wealth, until one day his entire clad hum~nity ~ll meet her eye,
life semed to become futile. At accompamed with a blue haze of
this point, he confessed, he was smoke, constant chatter, "Paper
contemplating suicide when, at- Moon," an~ any other elements
tracted by the welcome sign on non-conducive to study. Never-the-
the door of a church, he entered. less, some ignorant souls are stt-
Drawn by the friendliness of the ting in a corner ~ith hand on co~e
people he said he returned, in bottle and nose m book. If this
the weeks that' followed, to the poor character we left peering in
same church. the door finally manages to grope
Suddenly the peace of the her way to the "bar," she finds
church struck him, he explained, herself in row eight of the bread
and he became converted to Chris- line. It is here, where the orders
tianity through the gradual work- are taken, ~hat some of the weird-
ing o.f the spirit of God. This, he est happenings occur.
added, inspired him to learn the The mostpopular refreshme!1ts
English language and he left his are orange JU1Ce.and the old f~th-
position on the newspaper to en· ful---coke. Commg closely behmd
ter the American International are the usual sodas, sundaes, and
college of Springfield Massachu· milk shak-es. But, if you think
See "Sta~y,,-page 4 they're t::alled by those trite
names, you're wrong. Take a
harmless milkshake-i t has more
aliases than anything offered by
the Snack Bar. Frosted, frappe,
velvet, and cabinet all mean milk-
shake! And, of course, somebody
always has' to have a brilliant
idea for a new concoction, like the
gal who ordered a peanut butter
milkshake, or the genius who
wanted a bu tterscotch soda
(which, incidentally, proved ined-
iblel·
Alter the Day Is Over
Now suppose our sad character,
who is in row six by this time,
ventures to look around her. If it
is anywhere near five o'clock, the
floor is littered with paper, chairs
are any place but~ at the table
where they started, and various
forgetful persons have left coke
bottles, empty glasses and plates
on their tables. The whole place
has the general appearance of a
Ringling Brothers tent after the
performance is over.
There are a .few interesting
facts to be noted in connection
with the Snack Bar and those
who frequent it_ Mainly, the busi-
est day is Friday when those who
don't like fish spend most o.f the
day eating sandwiches. And just
before a fonnal, there is a consid·
erable slump in business, mostly
because quite a few of the gour-
mets of the soda-world have dis-
covered that they can't get into
their fonnals. Business starts out
with a "bang" in September and
slows up around November when
See "Sna.ck Bar"-page 4
Mary Wiggles Through House
Of Rock~ Starts Fisn Craze
b Betty Reiffel '46 and the girls built ~ rock house
y . . . h to console the survlvors on the
Further investlgation mto t.e loss of Lee. The water in the bowl
animal kingdom revealed that It is now changed once a week and
forms a larger percentage of the the fish, strangely enough, take to
campus population than was at ordinary fish foods with good ap-
first suspected. According to the petites.
latest censuS, one lone goldfish Lee was logically the B..;,st to
named Mary survived the fate of expire because she was a poor,
her two companions and is glid- little, te~ny fish." Barbara was
. 't h ppily through the lit· the prettiest of the lot. She was
mg qUI ea. wI in orange and therefore, "really a
tIe rock house m her bo .f the goldfish!" Mary, who exemplifies
Windham hou~e',:~e story 0 the survival of the fittest, is a big,
three 'itty fitties IS a rather Fsad yellow individual with a black tail
one, according to Barbara ry, and red on her mouth that bears
the spokesman for the three sen· a close resemblance to lipstick.
ior goldfish owners. To continue, Barbara had a de-
New Arrivals cided sideward lilt one monting
Two days after their arrival, and her fate was blamed on
B bara Mary Carpenter, and Mary's over-aggression complex.L:r Mi~ter thought it would be Barbara reports that Mary does
no~el and interesting to invest in not seem lonesome; ~n the. con-
a few goldfish. Three fish we~e trary, sh7 appears qwte. chipper.
urchased downtown and chris- "But I t~mk the poor thin~ IS go-
Pt d Mary Lee and' Barbara. ing to die soon. Nobody hkes to
ene " . th t '"Th . Is began to learn nght change e wa er_
aw:y gITand the hard way, that Several of ~ary's admirer.s
ldfi h don't take to faucet ~at. have asked enVIously whether It
:~ b~ause Lee died the morrung would be ethical for t;hem to buy
a.fter the water supply had been goldfish and name saId fish ~te.r
f . h d by the faucet. themselves. But the three msti-
u~~it eof advice from a gal with gators of the gol?fi~h. rage clau:n
ast experience along those lines, no patents or priOritIes on theIr
Pt p nd water preserved 1:he novel ty, so the goldfish craze is
Q use 0 '. 1 t all'remaining status quo in the bow j open 0 .
•
I
any student which of the follow
ing two occasions left the warm
est touch on her heart, Mr. Lau
benstein's spirited caroling after
Christmas pageant or the arbi
trary production of a Shakespeare
play by drafted members of the
junior class, she would unhesitat
ingly cast her ballot in favor of.
the former. In her answer lies the
key to the relative success or fail
ure of tradition: it shows us
without much doubt, the value of
spontaneously developed tradl
tion over the planned, hothouse
varrety.
It is, of course, obvious that in
a young college tradition is not
too well established; no new gar
den can hope to compare, for a
while at least, with an older flow
er bed, but that does not mean
that the plant of tradition should
be consciously planted, watered
and coddled like some rare gar
den annual-in such cases forcing
the soil is often not right, and the
plant withers, leaving the garden
er to wonder why his tender min
istrations failed. It is the peren
nials in the garden, the plants
that, like Topsy, "just grew" and
picked their own soil, who are
likely to grow far more abundant
ly and sturdily than their pam
pered cousins.'
The Perennia!s
The weakness here, however
lies in the fact that the gardener's
preoccupation with plans for new
and better plants often leaves him
blind to the progress of the per
ennials. He knows that they will
continue to come up year after
year; he dismisses them, not real-
izing that they need an occasional
watering too. If, perhaps, you are
unacquainted with the terminol-
ogy of the garden and desire cold
See .4McKey"-Page 4
Traditions, like sweet peas or
cabbages, are grown, not made.
In fact, and as tradition is essen-
\lally a trite subject, It is permis-
sable to make a trite simile
(though not quite as base as
"Great oaks from little acorns .. "
etc.) , tradition can be likened to a
plant - this is mentioned now
merely to set the scene; the apt-
ness of the simile will become ap-
parent as I go on.
To substantiate my first state-
ment-i.f you were to ask almost
Numerous Trips To
Snack Bar Account
For Excess Pounds
CC Songs Capture
Spirit of Colle!{e
by Edith Manasevit '49
There is nothing quite as in-
spiring of friendship and solidar-
ity as a college song. It is sung
with fraternal gusto by frivolous
collegiates and still hummed
when youthful days at college
have become but a nostalgic mem
ory.
Connecticut college is particu
larly rich in a tradition o.f songs
that date back to the earliest
years of the college's history. The
beautiful setting of the campus
was captured in one of the first
songs, There's a College on themil by the-Sea, which was writ
ten in 1917. The following years
saw such songs as Alma Mater
and The Connecticut College
Blues added to the growing list of
songs, which, in 1920, were com
piled into the first CC songbook
In 1933 a second edition was
printed._
Through the Years
It is interesting to note that the
titles of various songs, if appro-
priately arranged, can well por-
tray the span of college years. It
all starts with I Thought I'd Go
to College. Where? Far Above
the Thames Blue Waters. Upon
arrival, lljunior sisters wisely say
that It Takes a Good Team of
Freshmen, Freshmert, Bless Your
Hearts to make College a Path of
Glory. Freshman, sophomore, and
junior years bring times when
We've Got Vim, Vigor and Vital-
ity, When the Moon Plays Peek-a-
Boo. But 0 College Years How
Swift They Run for Father Time
is a Crafty Man, and be.f.ore long
I'm Just a Roor Old Senior_ The
Sun Sinks Low _and With a Love
Increasing Ever, The Women of
Each By-gone Age drink a toast.
So Here's to Dear CC.
Thus have -CC songs increased
to capture and preserve the spirit
01 Connecticut college.
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GYMANGLI:S
Mount Holyoke Game
The big news has come from
the inner sanctum-A.A. council
-that Connecticut will play host
to Mount Holyoke on Saturday.
November 17. The gala occasion
will be a hockey game between
members of the two colleges. The
time of the game is not set for
sure as yet but should be in the
middle of the afternoon. The Con-
necticut team will be composed of
girls selected from practice.
The first practice was held yes-
terday afternoon at 4 :20. Keep an
eye on the bulletin. board for no-
tices of more practices before the
game.
The game is being played on a
Saturday so that the Mount Hol-
yoke girls can come down with-
out missing any classes. Also, it
will not interfere with any of the
campus activities. A supper will
complete the entertainment. This
will be an opportunity for you all
to relax from those horrible
studies so let's get out there and
show our college spirit,
Class Managers
The class managers for the va-
rious faIl sports are being chosen
Meet at • .• l
Dante's
For Real Italian Spaghetti
'and Ravioli
BIRTHDAY CAKES
ON REQUEST
52 Truman Street
Phone 5805
Varsity
Flowers
from
Fisher's
Prompt Delivery
104 State Street,
Phones 5800 and 5960
Victoria Shoppe
TIuJ Modern .Corsetry
243 State Street
New London, Conn.
Vassarette Girdles .:::. Formfit
Flexees - Holywcod Bras -
Vanity Fair Lingerie - Seam·
pruIe Slips - Kayniore Robes
Tommies' Pajamas - Joan
Kenley Blouses - Suits
Skirts - Sweaters
N.J.Gorra & Bro.
I
WELCOME
STUDENTSl
Complete I,ine oj
Sportswear
Dresses Suits
Sweaters Skirts
Lingerie
BRAEMAR
Sweaters and Skirts
Exclusive With Us.
Olarge Accounts Welcome
Film Shows Heroic
Russian Resistance --------
Against Nazi ~iege Regal Fur Shop
by Claire Willard '49 Remodeling, Relining, Repairing
One of the most stirring des-. New ccets made to your measure-
S t ments-Cleaning and Glazingcriptions of the siege of evas '0- 33 Main Street
pol was presented in the motion
picture, The Last Hill, Which,was STORAGE Phone 6749
shown Friday night, October 26,
at Palmer auditorium. The pic- r
ture was based on the novel, "The I
Last Days of Sevastopol,' by Bar· I
is Voyeteknov, and was cabled to
this country by a correspondent
of the New York Times.
The Plot
The plot of the motion picture
concerned 'a true account of the
courageous Russian defense of
the "last hill" of Sevastopol from
the overwhelming attacks of the
Germans. Six naval survivors of
the bombed ship "Grozny" re-
trieved the guns from their sub- ~~~~~;;~~~~~~~~.
merged ship and undertook the r
assignment of defending the last
stronghold of the city, Malakhov
hill, The commander of the group
stayed. with a strong Russian
force to guard the hill, while the
five remaining sailors waited in a
nearby house to-hold back the en-
emy with grenades.
Supreme Sacrifice
Finding themselves short of
grenades, and with" the enemy
tanks approaching, the five val-
iant sailors ran directly into the,
tanks, making sure that each
weapon hit its target. All five lost
their lives, but they had succeeded
in destroying many Germans as
well ~s enemy tanks, The city of -
Sevastopol fell to the Germans,
but it was a costly victory. The
commander of the five heroic sea-
men was, by his own request, the
last to leave Sevastopol after its
evacuation. He and his men had
shown courage almost incredible
to us who have seen Russian
fighting only through the news-
paper and radio.
Heroism of Russia
setts. From there he intended to It is true that we do not realize .
enter some type of social work, all that the Russians actually ~::::::==::::::::::::::::::~~~
he said, but was offered a parish have done in this war. The Last
near Poughkeepsie, and after Hill brought to Conneetlcut col.
much contemplation he accepted lege students probably the most
the position. vivid accounts of the undying will
At the age of 50, he continued, and fortitude of the Russian peo-
he decided to enter theological pIe, These people were sincere and
school, and sub seq u e n t Iy he unflinching in their loyalty to
earned Ph.:Q., Master of Human- their home land. Death was little
ities, and Master of Sacred Theol· to give for Russia. Sevastopol was
ogy. Rev. Stacey concluded by lost, .but it was regained, as the
saying that the peace and happi· RUSSIans were determined it
ness which he had gamed through would be. It is our responsibility
Christianity was far superior to to know of the unforgettable
the benefits accruing from all the deeds of the Russian people.
money he had accumulated in his The ~o.tion picture was pro-
the gals are beginning to run out earlier years. duced SImilarly to our American
of money. r;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;::;;;;:=;;:=~=~~~
Meanwhile, our "sad sack" has
not moved from the sixth row
yet, and has given up. Well, if she
just becomes accustomed to it,
she'll be like all the rest of us-
gaining a pound a day!
Architects' Forum Home Service Advises
Off $5 000 F OJ Vacancies in Dept.ers, or The attention of juniors
New Stove DesI·an and seniors is calied to the.. fact that there are a few va-
U cancies for those interested
College and university students in assisting in the Home
either studying or otherwise in- Service department at the
terested in designing, as well as New London Red Cross office.
faculty members, have been In-
vited to participate in the Magic Work of this sort should be
Chef gas range design competl- of special interest to students
tion being inaugurated in Novern- majoring in sociology, psy-
ber by American Stove company. chology, or econ.pmiCS.Those
The contest being sponsored by interested should contact Sue
Architectural forum, with George Studner '47 through campus
Nelson, of the American Institute mail. To be eligible for this
of Architects as professional ad- work, students must be- jun.
visor, offers 16 prizes, aggregat- iors or seniors and must not
tng $18,000 in value, broken down be on probation.
as follows: first prize, $5,000; sec- 1 ""';' _
ond prize, $3,000; "tlurd prize,
$2,000; three awards, $1,000 each;
ten awards, $500 each,
The competition is based on a
design for the "Gas Range of To-
morrow." The contestants are
given wide latitude in the designs
they .submit. They must, of
course, cover a stove embodying
style and beauty which will fit in-
to the general scheme of the
home of tomorrow. In addition to
over-all style and appearance, the
designs should include new fea-
tures aimed toward making the
job of cooking a more convenient
and enjoyable task.
A comprehensive booklet -out-
lining all rules Involved in the
contest, and including the basic
technical information needed in
the preparation of designs, .may
be had free of charge by address-
ing a postal card to George Nel-
son, A.LA., c]o The Architectural
Forum, Dept. P-7, Empire State
Building, 350 Fifth Avenue, New
York 1, N, Y., mentioning the
Magic Chef design contest.
National Bank of Commerce'
Esta bUshed 1852
New London, Connecticut
Ask for
Special Check Book for College Stude~ts
•by Nancy Blades' 47
Stacey
(Contlnued from PaKe Three)
daily. Due to the bad weather-
which always seems to hold us up
-all the results are not in at the
time of the writing of this article.
The hockey managers have been
chosen, however. They are Mar-
gie camp '47 and Eddie Aschaf-
ferlburg '48. The other two class
managers will be appointed.
Interclass Games
The schedule of interclass
games for the fall sports is rapid-
ly being drawn into shape, The
games will be played during class
time to the greater extent. As
soon as the schedules are com-
pleted, they .will be listed in this
column.
Hockey With Pembroke
Another sports activity on the
fire is a proposed hockey game
with Pembroke. This will prob-
ably take place up in Providence.
The same method for selecting a
team for the Mount Holyoke
game will be employed again. The
game will be played very shortly.
C.C.O.C, Meeting
C.C.O.c. will have a meeting
this Thursday afternoon at 5:15
in the A.A. room in Branford.
Among plans for the future an
even t will be planned for tl)iS
weekend. So go to the meeting
and see what's coming up.
Tennis Tournam.ent
The tennis tournament is pro.
gressing as well as can be ex-
pected considering the weather as
the major factor holding things
up. As soon as the finals are
ready to be played off, an an-
nouncement will be made of the
time and place; also the contest-
ants will be announced. Keep an
eye on _the bulletin board in the
gym.
McCoo
(Continued from Page One)
munity associations in providing
an intercultural religious" educa-
tional, and recreational program
for residents of West Philadel-
phia.
Following the procedure of for-
mer years, Mr. McCoo will lead in
the group singing of Negro spir-
ituals in the lecture room of Bill
hall on Saturday evening, Novem-
ber 3 at 7:30. (We trust he will
have his recording apparatus with
him as in former years, but in-
formation on this point is lacking
at the present writing). All are in-
vited to be present. He will be the
preacher at the vesper service on
Sunday at 7 p.m. in Harkness
chapel.
McKey
(Continued from Pa/i:"eThree)
facts, look out to the steps at the
time of the next full moon, and
count the number of people who
are singing. I wouion't ask you
to make such dull use of your
free time, but I know this jdb will
take but little of it. J
For there are traditiorts on the
campus that are old and beloved
-c-thcugh there are' those who de-
mur at the thought of climbing
trees for "silly little clues," of ---
forcing their faltering monotones
to conform to the alto of "Joy to
the World" on a black December
morning, and of scuffing 100
yards or so on a dew-drenched
May day to hang a bunch of flow-
ers on somebody's doorknob.
They are the people who look at
the garden and see neither the an-
nuals nor the perennials. But they
are not the only people who do
not realize that the annual cannot
be forced to bloom and live and
that the perennial, strong and
green as it seems, cannot live
without water.
Snack Bar
(Continued from PaJte Three)
Perry & Stone
Jewelers SInce 1865
STATIONERY - LEATHER GOODS
NOVELTIES
Watch and Jewelry Repair
State Street
movies in plot development, With
. inserts .of hum0.r here and there
to alleviate tenston .. Russian cus.
toms were of great mterest to th
audience, as well as was the PIa:
The dialogue was in RUSSian·
but the translating English cap:
tions provided an excellent mean
of understanding every speechs
As the action. progressed me han:
dicap of prmted captions was
overlooked entirely, and all atten_
tion centered on the W-ot. The ac-
tion intensely held the interest of
all, and the realization of the de-
termination and daring of the
Russian people will remain lm,
printed upon the minds of the
students here at college for a long
time to com~,
YELLOW CAB
PHONE 4321
Otto Aimetti
Ladies' and Gentlernen's
I Tailor
Specializing in
Ladies' Tailor-made Dresses
Coats and Suits
Made to Order
Fur Remodeling a Specialty
Over Kresge'S 25c Store
86 State Street
Phone 7395
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prominent Personages Stress
Jforld Oneness at N. Y. Forum
Sally R,adoVsky '47
bY"V.ctory is not an end; it is but
I "N .beginning" . . . ow we are In
~ tOgether" ... "There are n.D
sh rt cuts to a better world" ...
so. t· t"Cooperation IS no JUS a con-
cern of governments, but of peo-
tes." These are but a few quotesfro~ the many excellent talks
iven at the Herald Tribune For-
gIrowhich was built this year on
U f "R .the general theme 0 esponsi-
bUity of VictOry:" The first tW?
sessions dealt wlt.h our responsr-
bility in the Pacific and to the
Unionof sovtet Soci~ist Repub-
ucs, covering m detail the. many
ramifications of these two Impor-
tant problems. I
()eneral MarShall
A dramatic presentation {If the
forum's theme, "Set Your Clock
at U·235" by Norman Corwin was
delivered by Paul Robeson, set-
ting forth the stark reall ty of the
choice before us-uOne or no-
thing." General Marshall then dis-
cussed the necessity of our mak-
ing the fulfillment of our respon-
sibility to the world a continuing
process which would entail, he
said, a main tenance of a strong
United States. General Marshall
.emphasized that the strength of
international cooperation is tied
to the strength of the United
States, and that we must change
our present negative policy of
permitting demobilization to de-
generate into disintegration into
a positive policy of building a
strong United States and world.
~lalnIdeas
These ideas of cooperation and
strength reappeared in most of
the speeches, along. with the em-
phasis on the oneness of the
world and mankind, but none of
the other speakers made such an
obvious bid for a militarily strong
United States. Dr. Herbert Evatt,
a leading official of the Australian
government, stresed the need for
democratic control and develop-
ment of the backward and primi-
tive communities of the Far East.
The security, employment and
trusteeship provisions of the
United Nations charter were cited
as the best bases for this develop-
ment.
Ge~eral Wainwright and Presf-
dent Osmena beth spoke on the
future of Philippine- United States
relations, emphasizing that inde-
pendence need make no difference
in their basic friendliness. Presi-
dent Osmena noted the fact that
the great development and pro·
tress of the" Philippines was not
due to any monetary help from
the United States-for we did not
give anY-but to our technical
help 8?d our understanding, both
o~ WhIChare still needed and de-
sIred by the people of the Philip·
pmes.
It is impossible, in this brief
space, to do justice to the many
excellent speeches which Alice
~ol.rnes '47 and I were so lucky to
1 ear, but all of them-particular·
y Mr. William McGovern's rec-
om:nendations for a United States
policy towards Japan, and Com-
mander Stassen's similar recom-
Make
Kaplan Luggage Shop
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Gift Headquarters
Agents for Mark Cross
• Gloves
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Freeman Will Be Open
House For Next Month
Freeman house will be the
open house during the month
of November. Students and
their dates may remain in the
house until 11 :55 p.m. on
week nights and Sundays.
Dates may remain until 1:25
a.m. on saturdays. Freshmen
in Freeman must abide by
the regulations covering that
class until Thanksgiving.
men~ations for Pacific policy-
would make fascinating and en-
lightening reading. This would be
true, also, of Major General ilia
M. Saraev's discussion of the Res-
toration of Soviet Economics, a
speech packed with many thrill-
ing facts heretofore unknown to
most Americans.
Fascism In the U. S.
The most moving speech of the
two sessions was a very simple
and straight-forward one by a
Nisei soldier from Nebraska. He
reminded us that all the fascists
in the world do not have German
and Italian accents, but that many
of them are "respectable' citizens
of the United States. Sergeant
Kuroki's story of the humiliation
he has suffered at the hands of
his countrymen, merely because
his skin is yellow, is one that
should make us stop and think ev-
ery time we start to glorify in the
superiority of OUR democracy.
All of the speakers on the gen-
eral subject of Russia stressed
the need for an immediate pro-
gram to eliminate the appalling
ignorance of the Soviet Union
which exists in the United States.
Dr. Ernest J. Simmons of Cornell
and Dr. Geroid T. Robinson of Co-
lumbia both spoke of the part
that schools and colleges must
play in this program. Dr. Slm-
mons stressed the necessity for
the addition of required courses
on Russia to the curricula of the
high schools as well as that of the
colleges; and Dr. Robinson spoke
of the Russian Institute which is
being organized by Columbia, a
graduate school which will deal
with all aspects of Russian civili-
zation.
Russia's Achievements
Various aspects of Russia's so-
cial and economic democracy
were "discussed by Dr. Henry Sig-
erist, who analyzed Russian so-
cialized medicine and its possibil-
ities in the United States, Marsha
Scott who is a product of the
great educational advancements
of the Soviet Union, and John
Hersey, who spoke on the magni-
ficent achievements of Russian
creative artists.
One or Nothing
All these speakers. stressed the
fact that the citizens of the U. S.
S. R. are greatly interested in,
and cognizant of, the culture and
history of the western democra-
cies. They have taken m~h great-
er strides than we have on the
road toward mutual understand-
ing and friendship, and it is up to
us to do all we can to catch up
with them. Unless we do we will
be failing miserably in our re-
sponsibilities to that great nation
and to the world. This last idea
was the main theme of the final
speech of the second session, that
given by Lieut. Colonel T. V.
Smith, who said that we must
work with the U.S.S.R. towards a
realization of the oneness of men
and the world. For as Mr. Corwin
says, it is "One or nothing.",
Kracnia Shows
•Russian Omph
Inside Shell
by Betty RellTel '46
"Kracnia, with a good Russian
'r'," made his first appearance
last May in a Russian conversa-
tion class, where he was greatly
admired. His name is most appro-
priate, his first experience with
this environment having been
tinged with a Russian atmos-
phere. Then again, he is painted a
brilliant shade of red. Besides all
this, the-Russian word for red is
Kracnia and poetically it means
beautiful. Hence, Kracnia the tur-
tle made his grand entrance into
Connecticut college society. Let
all be warned, however, that
Kracnia has no nickname. In the
first place, it would be sacrileg-
ious to impose -slang on Kracnia's
noble bearing. Secondly, that Rus-
sian oomph would be lost.
Kracnla Loses Color
Julie Cooper, the very proud
junior who owns Kracnia, remem-
bers that one day someone walked
down the hall and called out, to
whom it might concern, that,
"Someone's turtle is taking a
walk!" Sure enough, there was
Kracnia racing down the hall to-
ward an open window. He had
climbed out of his salad bowl,
his temporary quarters, and in
falling to the floor he spoiled his
beautiful coat of paint. However,
this tragedy didn't diminish
Julie's affection for him. As she
says, in a truly loyal way, "I still
love him despite the fact that he
just has a plain green shell now."
His Meat Ration
Julie claims that Kracnia has
grown one-quarter of an inch in
breadth, "which-Is darn good for
a turtle," and she attributes his
growth to his diet of raw or
cooked meat. Phoebe Blanc, Ju·
lie's roommate, is convinced that
he'll develop into a man·eater
within the year. "He's very fond
of Mom's cooking and shows the
most progress when he's at
home." Kracnia' is quite active
and alert, because if a piece of
meat is dangled before him, he
has enough sense to reach out
and bite it!
Discrimating
Kracnia is very discriminating
in his diet and refuses to eat or-
dinary turtle food or melba toast.
Julie adopted. the meat·in·napkin
method of conveying food from
the dining room to Kracnia's
bowl, just as Minette Goldsmith
has found it most efficacious for
Daznod, her alligator. Whenever
Julie goes out for dumer, she
makes it a-point to ask for a bit
of meat "for the dog." She feels
somehow that a waiter wouldn't
understand the gesture were it
made on behalf of a turtle.
Kracnia was very active last
summer. Julie's brother was
granted permission to give the
turtle an airing in the back yard,
where Kracnia was promptly lost.
The whole Cooper family was en-
listed in the ensuing search in the
grass, and Brother Cooper never
heard the end of it!
These fall days, Kracnia is in
hibernation and consequently is
blase and lethargic. However, his
active summer made.,JJp for his
present idleness. .
When he is taken for a train-
ride he travels in a little box
punctured with airholes for his
Claudia
(Continued from Page One)
Rose Franken's three act com-
edy deals with Claudia, a young
woman "full of voltage," her re-
actions to life's demands, and the
ultimate maturity which she at·
tains.
The male roles have. not been
selected as yet. The female roles
were awarded to Margaret Healy
'46 Gloria Frost '46, ·Pat Sloane
'48: and Joan Jacobsen '46. .
The understudy roles were gIV-
en to Joyce Rogers '48, Nancy
Yeager '47 Pat McNutt '47, Jane
Tiley '48 ~d Eleanor Barber '48.
Dr. Bouvier, Nancy Faulkner '46,
and Sally Duffield '46 were the
judges.· .
The production of Claudia will
take place November 39 ~d De-
cember 1 in Pa!mer audltonum.
Profiles
Page Five
by aune Wllllams :47
MRS. VICKERY
Mrs. Vickery, commonly called
"Vicky" in the Snack bar lan-
guage, is graced with a cheerful
motherly face and an even dispo-
sition which is the marvel of all
C.C. When asked how she pre-
serves her calm in the face of so
many screaming and grabbing
girls all trying to get their cokes
before anyone else, she replied
after some consideration, <II guess
I was just born that way. I never
get mad,"
Vicky has become almost an In-
stitution at C.C., having ...vorked
here almost nine years, first at
the College 'inn for five years and
a t the Snack bar ever since it was
started in East house. She says
she could have worked elsewhere
but has grown so attached to the
C.C. girls that she hates to think
of leaving.
I'm sure the girls can return
the compliment and say that the
Snack bar wouldn't be the same
without her.
Vicky knows what the kids
want and when they want It and
always keeps a pot of coffee for
her special group of coffee-drink-
ers. She is busy but never looks
hurried 6r impatient.
Cross
(Continued from Page One)
hours pay for 40 hours work.
~hat is the justification for such
a demand? There are two; first,
the worker always has been un-
derpaid. In 1939, 70% of all Amer-
ican workers received less than
$30 weekly. Surely that is inade-
quate to provide the ordinary ne-
cessities of life for a family; sec-
ondly, a well-paid citizenry will
provide the market necessary to
keep the wheels of industry turn-
ing. There are few prosperous
manufacturers where there are
few customers with the capacity
to buy that which is produced.
However, it should be noted that
increases in wages are of ques-
tionable .. value unless there is a
continuing stability in prices. In-
flation can make money valueless,
as we are seeing in China and
Hungary today, Labor is weak at
this point; often they fail to see
that real wages, what their money
will buy, is the important thing.
Labor is demanding, and prob-
ably will get, a much more secure
place in our economy than they
have ever had before. This is only
right. But in the days ahead they
will have to learn that witi) in·
creases in power and position
there must come an increased reo
sponsibility to society. There is
grave danger that labor may du-
plicate the position taken by the
"public be damned" type of capi·
talist. In their own interests, as
well as that of society generally,
this in the end would be tragedy
for all.
comfort, and he always "attracts
lots of attention from friendly
sailors and young children."
However, old age is slowly
creeping up on Kracnia. He is half
blind and has cataracts at this
writing, as is proven by his occa-
sional failure to distinguish be·
tween the end of Julie's finger
and meat.
Vicky is popular with her jel-
low workers too. She calls them
her lamUy. She has a Iarnlly of
her own, however. Her son,
Frank, who reached -the voting
age last Saturday, is an engineer
in the Army Air Corps. He was
in England and made twenty-
eight missions over Germany. He
is now in South Dakota, and
Vicky hopes he'll be home and
discharged by Christmas. In case
you've noticed the wings she
wears, you know now that they
are her son's of whom she is
rightly very proud. She' claims
that working at the Snack bar
has made it easier to keep her
mind off her son while he was
overseas, because she was so
busy.
Vicky has an apartment on Lin-
coln avenue and keeps house be-
sides working at the college. She
likes movies and adds her name
to the list of Van Johnson fans.
In spite' of seeing ice cream and
chocolate syrup all day long, she
still loves the stuff and often has
a soda in the evenings. She is
grateful to the students tor keep-
ing her busy and her figure in
tr-im.
We all recognize Vicky as an In-
dustrious little dark-haired wom-
an with kind face and a sense of
humor that is quick to be called
forth, but let's get to know her
better-she's a wonderful person.
BUY
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Restaurant
James Wong, Mgr.
Chinese and American
Cooking
The Eating Place of
Pleasant ~Iemory
14 Main St., New London
~,,""'"""""'''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''.''''''''.''''~
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129 Stale Street
• Silk Underwear
• Kayser Hose
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I
SPORTING GOODS
SE.COND FLOOR
The (;. M. Williams Co.
Cor. Stale and N, Bank
The Old FuhJon Up-to-Date Hardware Store
Phone 5361
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Ca~ght on Campus
It's wonderful what life in the
infirmary can teach one. Take, for
instance, what happened Tues-
day. Bette Fast '46 went down to
the infirmary and in the course of
her visit asked to see Meg Healy
'46. Of course, she couldn't but
Miss Mallilieu told Meg she had
been down. "What did she want?"
asked Meg.
"A Basal," replied Miss M.
"What's Basil's last name?" in-
quired the angelic senior.
It seems they're called B.R.M.'s
in the army. an institution Meg
happens to be a member of!
• • •
The Tower occupants of Fr-ee-
man threw a Halloween party
Tuesday night - complete with
costumes. In fact it was so com-
plete With costumes, nobody could
come without one.
It was wonderful what ingen-
ious brains can produce. There
was Ellis Kitchell '46 as Christo-
pher Robin and roommate Day
Wilson '46 as Piglet. Prize of the
evening went to an unmention-
able get up on Dorrie Lovett '46,
but Mary Bassett '46 didn't do
badly. She was dressed up as a
cigarette. A Chesterfield coat
symbolized the brand!
* .• •
As a favor to one particular
editor of News, would you gals
who get yourselves elected to po-
sltlons, get parts in plays etc. etc.
ad infinitum please get somebody
to take your pictures and Jeave
them around in some nice obvious
spot in your rooms? Frannie
WARNER
BROS. GARDE
Now thru Tuesday
John Carroll; Ruth Hussey
"BEDSIDE MANNER"
also "Voice of the \VhIstler"
--- STARTS WED,
Ginger Rogers; Lana Turner
Van Johnson; Walter Pidgeon
Week-end at the Waldorf
COMING SOON!
BETTY HUTTON
in
"Incendiary Blon~e"
Mrs. Johnson Laundry
New Low Prices
These prIces begin 1\o1onday,Oct. 22
Some girls were over charged
on last pill. We want to cor-
rect it. Save this price l1s~.
Towels, Bath .10jWh.Unitorms .50
Towels Face .05Dresses _.. 35-.40
Wash Cloths .05Slacks .._.. 25
Pajamas .25OutsideShorts .20
Slips _. .. 20 Gym Suits .._ 25
Pants ... .10Skirts 25
Brassieres _ .10Socks .. .05
Ntght Gowns .25Hose .10
Shfrts and Blouses .25
Long Sleeve Blouses .20
Handker-chtefs ._.._ .. .04
Long Sox (knee length) _. .10
Cooper's picture appears on page
1 after a hectic campus search
which led to one stiff back and a
worn out pair of legs. With a few
more posed Ipana smiles around
campus, the life of a News editor
would be greatly simplified, and
everybody would live happily
ever after.
• • •
Always Remember
You may call a woman a kitten,
but you must not call her a cat.
You may call her a mouse, but
you must not call her a rat.
You may call her a chicken, but
you must not call h~r a hen.
You may call her a duck, but you
must not call her a goose.
You may call her a vision, but
you must not call her a sight!!
Above is thanks to a Connecti-
cut paper. Cut it out and send it
to your favorite Coast Guard ca-
det.
• • •
How we wish the news were hot;
Sometimes is, but this week not.
FaT and wide tidbits were sought;
But heck, Ion campus none were
caught. I
Now the moral of this story
Is as plain as it can be: ,
Caught on Campus will be dull
If nothing goes on at CC.
Kroll
(Continued from Page One)
•pupil of Boris Goldovsky,'- and
where she received an artist's di-
ploma, which is comparable to a
master of music in a conserva-
tory.
In order to help the students,
faculty, and public to come to the
fullest possible understanding of
the works to be presented, Pro-
fessor Quimby has arranged the
complete recordings and their
scores in Holmes hall. Everyone
is cordially invited to take advan-
tage of the opportunity from 9:00
a.m. to 6:00 p.m. on weekdays,
and 7:00 to 9:30 p.m. on Wednes-
day and Thursday, and from 2:00
to 5:00 on Sunday afternoon.
In addition, Professor Quimby
has planned a talk concerning the
programs which will take place
on November 1 at 7:00 p.m. in
Holmes hall and will concern the
programs of November 5 and 7.
Tickets are now on sale. They
may be ordered by writing to the
department of music, Connecticut
college, by phoning 3391 between
9 a.m. and 5 p.rn., or by leaving
an order and the money in Mr.
Quimby'S box in the information
office in Fanning. I
Details as to prices and seat lo-
cations may be found on bulletin
boards in the various buildings.
Freshmen Elect Student
Faculty Forum Members
Joan Brower '47 presided over
the election of' Freshman 'repre-
sentatives to the Student-Faculty
forum at a freshman class meet-
ing which took place on Tuesday,
October 30 at 5:15.
The girls who were chosen are
Betty Leslie '49 and Bobby Jones
'49. Then Bobby Miller '49 took
over to conduct the brushing up
on the freshman song.
STARR'BROS.~ INC.
The College Girls' Drug Store, Since Its Foundation
Where you always find all your
college needs at low prices
DORM DELIVERY EVEBY-,DAY
" \PHOTO DEVELOPING AND PRINTING CALLED FOR
CONNECTICDT COLLEGE NEWS Wednesday, October 31, 194&
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War .Bonds shculu IneaD
somethlDg more to you tb
~'-lu ,all...... a good sound invest-
ment!' Figure it out Y01ltSeU,
FLOWERS
Bouquets and Corsages
Fellman & Clark
Florists
163 State St., New LondOn
by Bobby Brengle Wristen '42
194$
The Union Bank & Trust
Co. of New London, Conn.
Trust and Commercial Depts.
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Art Department Graduates
Work in Variety of Fields
sistant and illustrator, Brooklyn
Botanic Garden, Brooklyn, New
York; Barbara Hoehn, engaged
by Major Alexander P. DeSever-
sky, (clerical work) New York, is
also doing free-lance work in art.
Mrs. Newell Garfield (Jane Day)
1944, is teaching kindergarten-
crafts and athletics, at the Footes
school, New Haven, Conn.; Jane
Dougall '44, student nurse, Pres-
byterian Medical Centre, N. Y.,
Mrs. James Connell (Elsie Mac-
millan) '44, pullman reservation:
clerk-Army Transportation corps,
Biggs Field, Texas.
Mrs. Paul F. Beetz, Jr. (Jane
Bakken) '43, advisor in civilian
personnel, Greenwood Army Air
Field, Greenwood, Mi s s.i ss lpp l ;
Jean Wallace '43, assistant to sec"
tion head, Office of Strategic
Services, Washington, D. C. Snir-
ley Jaeger '42, draftswoman and
illustrator for technical publica-
tions, Chance-Vought Aircraft
Co., Stratford, Connecticut; Eli-
nor Pfautz '42. supervisor of art,
Glep Cove Public schools, Glen
Cove, Long Island; Mrs. Edward
Maxwell (Lll Weseloh) '42, au-
thor and illustrator of children's
books.
Mrs. Bruce A. Clark .rAnne D.
Turner's Flower Shopl
, Incorporated
27 Main St., New London
Specialize in
Corsages - Fall Decorations
"In accomplishing its program
the art department of Connecticut
college teaches modern methods
and an intelligent use of modern
materials, including training in
essential skills, and the employ-
ment of the tools of the artist and
craftsman. Throughout, there is
stressed the development of the
intellectual, creative and imagin-
ative faculties of the individual.
"The broad cultural and techni
cal courses at Connecticut college
do not preclude the field of spe-
cialization. Vocational training is
not emphasized, but when stu-
dents display special aptitudes
they may be offered opportunities
for study in special fields with a
view to obtaining employment
after graduation.
Art major graduates of the past
five years are employed in a wide
variety of fields. Of the class of
1945,Peggy Piper is research as-
Ennis Shop
230 State Street
Hats Made to Order
Mallove's
Record Department
74 STATE STREET
We carry the very latest classical
and popular Victor, Columbia,
Decca, Capitol, Sonora and
Okeh records
Elizabeth Arden
Lentherlc - Yardley's
Dorothy Grey - Max Factor
Cosmetics
For Drug Store Needs
Chest The
Nichols & Harris Co.
119 State St.
Phone 3857
(Continued from. Pago Three)
the progress which is being made.
Community Fund started on
the Connecticut college campus
in 1940by the vote of the 'student
body at an amalgamation meet-
ing. Since, in past years, we have
almost made our goal, this year
we want to go over the top. Let's
really try.
. The chairman of Community
fund is Jane Fullerton '46, as-
sisted by Anne Ferguson '47. Alice
Willgoos '46 is the secretary, and
Elizabeth Faulk '47 is at the head
of publicity. Miss McKee is the
faculty adviser.
Take off your jewels
To buy light and fuels
For all who bear the scar
Of devastating, murderous, war.
THE WORlD'S MOST HONORED WArtH
THE SPORT SHOP
Exclusive Apparel
30b STATI; STRI;I;T DI;WART BUILDING
Telephone 5951
